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Faces in this Issue
Anurudh Khanna, Executive Chef at The
Westin Pune Koregaon Park, has a simplistic
food philosophy – it should be simple and
should use only the freshest seasonal ingredients available. If you dine at any of the restaurants at this hotel, you will find edible flowers
playing an important role in the garnish as
well as in its preparation. Why? Because Chef
Anurudh believes that food is devoured by the
eyes first and then by the tongue, so the visual
presentation plays an important role in every
meal. Given his decade long successful career
in the hospitality industry, we believe him!

As Corporate Chef for Pan India
Solutions - the company that
owns Noodle Bar, Bombay Blue,
Coffee Bean and Tea Leaf chain
of restaurants, Chef Amit Puri
has to keep innovating with food.
But when he is chilling out at
home, he enjoys nothing better
than a bowl of nachos with some
tomato salsa and guacamole; all
of which he also enjoys whipping
up in his kitchen. After all, it is
the ultimate fuss-free comfort
food.
Perzen Patel, aka
BawiBride, could very
well pass off as a sleuth
these days. She is busy
unearthing culinary
secrets recipes for
the second edition
of her e-book ‘Best
Kept Secrets’. While
the debut edition was
about the quaint and
quirky stories behind
some recipes, this time
around she is trying
to get people to write
about their egg-citing
realities!
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Chef Dao Van Son, Executive Sous Chef at
the Sofitel Plaza Saigon, Ho Chi Minh City in
Vietnam packs in an enviable experience of 20
years. No points for guessing that his favourite cuisine is Vietnamese and has cooked his
native dishes around the world including Laos,
Thailand, Japan, Macau and India. Soft-spoken
and always-smiling, he is most evocative when
he is at his kitchen counter, ladling out Pho
into soup bowls or stir-frying snails and crab
for Bún riêu ốc.
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BEST KEPT SECRETS

An

Egg’s
Best Friends

Versatile as it is, the
humble egg gets along
with just about any
ingredient. However,
would you pucker
your nose if someone
told you that it lends
its flavor best with
avocado, banana,
beetroot, cabbage and
coconut? Hard as it
is to believe, these are
five egg-citing flavour
combinations!

T

he humble egg is a
universal favourite. A
great source of protein
and easy to cook, eggs
go with practically anything and
make every dish shine! Amongst
the Parsi community, eggs have the
same status as a first-born son and
families are constantly concocting
new ways to incorporate them into
any dish possible.
I am one of those oddballs that
doesn’t like eggs by themselves but
will mop them up when mixed
with something else. Recently
though I realized – after spending way too many hours scrolling
through pictures on Food Gawker

and strolling through Farmers
Markets in New Zealand – that
tomatoes, white sauces, bacon and
cheese seem to be the most popular flavours combinations with
eggs and after a while one tastes
just like the other.
While classic flavour combinations
will stay around forever, there's no
reason why one should not indulge
in experimentation. After having
one Tomato Per Eedu too many, I
set about talking to various people
to hunt down their favourite ingredients with egg and what came
up was five flavour combinations
that I would have never thought
worked but surprisingly do!

EGG BANANA PANCAKES

Makes: 10 pancakes • Preparation time: 10 minutes • Cooking time: 5 minutes

Ingredients:
• 2 large over-ripe bananas
• 2 eggs
• ¼ tsp baking powder
• 1 tbsp butter
• Handful of walnuts, chopped

•
•

Some banana slices
Honey or maple syrup, as
required

Method:
1. In a bowl, break open the eggs and whisk well.
2. In another bowl, peel and lightly mash the bananas. Let them remain a
little lumpy.
3. Mix the egg in the banana mixture and put in the baking powder. Stir
well to combine.
4. Heat a skillet on medium low heat and put half the butter. Spoon out a
dollop of the pancake mixture and spread a little.
5. After a couple of minutes, flip it and put the remainder butter on top.
6. Layer the pancakes with honey or maple syrup, walnuts and banana
slices. Serve hot.
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best kept secrets

Eggs And Avocado
I’m going to say it before you do –
yes this is a cholesterol-laden dish.
However, it’s all about celebrating
the good fats and eggs and avocado
make a great combination. There
are equal amounts of Pinterest
boards celebrating eggs baked into
avocado shells as there are for Avocado Devilled Eggs. Or if you want
to ease into the flavours gradually,
how about having it as a salad with
some onions, baby spinach and
lemon?
Egg And Banana
Most breakfast eaters have eggs
and banana regularly. So, instead
of having the fruit and egg separately, how about combining them?
No, I am not talking of Banana
Bread but instead of an Egg and
Banana Pancake. Whisking in
overripe bananas into eggs adds
sweetness and using only two
ingredients (or three if you put in
some cinnamon!) means making
pancakes on a weekday takes as
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long as pouring milk into cereal.
Top these with some honey and
nut butter and you have a treat that
is good for you!
If pancakes are not your thing,
you could even try some Banana
French Toast – either way both of
these make a great flavour combo.
Eggs And Beetroot
Combining eggs and beetroot –
especially in a beef burger will get
you the popular Kiwi Burger, made
with beef, sharp cheddar, ketchup
and a sunny side up fried egg. If
you are in the mood for something
fancy, try making an Egg, Beetroot
and Bacon Salad. The pink stained
eggs on a bed of greens will give
a lovely natural colour contrast in
your dish.
Eggs And Cabbage
Of all the combinations, this one is
probably the strangest. However,
after stirring it up in the kitchen
myself, I am a convert. Keep it

simple by pan-frying the cabbage
in olive oil first. Add in a tablespoon of soy sauce and crack in
those eggs. Not only does the soy
give it a rich umami flavor, but it is
unbelievably healthy and an easy
way to trick kids into having their
vegetables.
Eggs And Coconut
Now I have heard egg and coconut
are good for the hair but never
thought they would work on a
dinner plate! I was proven wrong
when I had some Malaysian Kaya
on my toast. Made with coconut
milk, eggs and sugar, Kaya is like
a coconut jam, which can be used
as a frosting in cakes, as a sauce for
pancakes or even as a filling inside
macaroons, if you are feeling
ambitious. Of course, if you fancy
putting egg and coconut together
in a savoury dish, make a delicious
Egg Curry or a Kerala style Egg
and Coconut Biryani.
- Perzen Patel
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